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ABSTRACT
This survey paper reviews the cybersecurity issues related to augmented reality (AR) applications, especially in context of Telehealth and Emergency Medical Services (EMS). AR systems are considered very valuable in the telehealth and EMS fields. The security and privacy of these systems are critical to protecting medical information and patient privacy. In this article, some security issues that AR systems must address will be discussed.

AR systems are vulnerable to cybersecurity attacks during data input, transmission, and output. The data collected by on-device sensors may contain private information. In the data transmission phase, outdated transmission protocols, simple authorization, and lack of security patches will increase data leakage risk. In terms of data-at-rest, failure to protect data can lead to unauthorized data access and modification. Therefore, AR systems should be protected against vulnerabilities to ensure the confidentiality and integrity of sensitive data. More research needs to be done on how to secure AR applications in the telehealth and EMS fields. Providing a secure method of transferring sensitive medical information and patient data using AR systems should help in the future development and adoption of AR devices for EMS and telehealth operations.
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1 Introduction
Augmented reality (AR) technology overlays virtual information to the user’s real environment, providing an intuitive interaction experience to the users. AR has been recognized as a viable technology to communicate situational information among frontline medical emergency rescue teams and first responders to reduce on-site confusion and offer a faster response and quicker decision-making to save lives [1]. With the widespread availability of digital communication and information technologies, telehealth has also made significant advancements in the past decades: from using telegram and voice for medical information exchange to the transmission of images (such as X-ray images), as well as videoconferencing consultation and even remote surgery [2].

Telehealth can now provide medical services to underserved rural areas, inaccessible sites, such as ships, aircraft and geographically remote regions, and disaster areas [3]. During the COVID-19 pandemic, the use of telehealth has increased dramatically [4]. Examples include using robots to classify patients prior to treatment, and doctors remotely viewing the patient's condition without physical contact [5]. For Emergency Medical Services (EMS), telehealth can help on-site nurses diagnose and classify patients to improve public medical resource utilization and increase patient satisfaction [6]. In addition, the data collected from the sensors on wearable devices can help EMS personnel monitor patients’ vital signs [7].

Telehealth and EMS are already encountering challenges in the field of security and privacy. As medical records are protected by laws [8], any medical information about patients need to be processed properly and stored securely. Healthcare systems are already under extreme pressure from cyber-attacks. In a recent incident, Falls Church-based Inova Health System [9] and several others using Charleston, South Carolina-based software vendor Blackbaud suffered a ransomware attack [10], which encrypts files across computer networks and requires payment to unlock them. In 2016, MedStar Health was victim to a similar attack, when officials detected malware and shut down its online operations as a defense tactic [11].

This paper will introduce the security concerns that AR systems may be vulnerable to, as well as existing solutions. This section will introduce the use cases of AR in telehealth and EMS fields. In Section 2, we will focus on the security issues of AR systems used in EMS scenarios.

1.1 AR in Telehealth
In AR-enabled medical training, the original 2D teaching materials can be presented in 3D immersive content, such as surgical simulation. During preoperative communication, AR technology allows the patient to intuitively understand the condition of the disease and facilitates an effective communication between the doctor and the patient. Doctors initially used videos and images to discuss surgical plans, intraoperative guidance, and remote consulting services. AR technology can now convert 2D materials into 3D images, which can improve efficiency and improve accuracy [12]. In rural areas of many countries, the AR telemedicine system can provide remote training and remote guidance to improve relatively limited medical facilities [13].
Telehealth includes telemedicine and other remote healthcare services. At present, many telemedicine platforms use video calls or WebRTC (Web Real-Time Communication) based technology to transmit video or audio [14]. However, the telemedicine system using AR technology would be more intuitive, easier to use, and would allow users to focus on solving medical problems rather than looking away to view mentor’s guidance through a monitor display [15]. AR use necessitates the communication of digital content from the incident scene or patient location through reality capture, in the form of video and real-time 3D mapping, in addition to geolocation data. Ponce et al. proposed an application that uses AR technology on mobile devices for early postoperative care. The application combines the doctor’s annotation with the video stream captured by the patient’s camera, allowing both parties to have a satisfying virtual interaction [16]. While Mobile AR is widely accessible and available, it requires users to hold the mobile device. The advantage of AR glasses or Head Mounted Displays (HMD) is that they free user’s hands to hold equipment, tools, etc. In a training scenario, a mentor can create and edit graphical annotations on live video of the operating field and display the annotations directly onto the trainee’s field of view, anchored to relevant regions of the operating field [15]. Bifulco et al. built an augmented reality application that allows untrained volunteers to perform electrocardiogram (ECG) tests on patients [17]. In addition, AR glasses allow remote users to obtain the video stream in the first-person view. The telemedicine platform designed by Carbon et al. uses an AR HMD to merge the remote doctor's hand or instrument with the images on the local doctor's side and transmit the images using Voice over IP (VOIP) software. The platform showed high image accuracy in the test [18].

1.2 AR for Emergency Medical Service (EMS)

In the face of an emergency or natural disaster, first responders may need to go to unfamiliar locations to save lives. AR technology helps with the navigation by providing timely and relevant information, such as geographic references and tasks, to the public safety personnel, which improves situational awareness, and reduces distractions and/or cognitive overload. The incident location can be displayed in 3D maps as holograms on AR headset. The camera on an AR headset can record the video of the scene or victims for immediate assessment by remote teams. THEMIS (disTributed Holistic Emergency Management Intelligent System) project is an example, in which AR is used by first responders in a context of disaster relief operations [19]. For EMS personnel, training and drills are also an essential part of developing skills to perform under stress. The AR and VR applications designed by Koutitas et al. provides EMS personnel an interactive training environment in a bus-sized ambulance for large-scale emergencies. The EMS trainees participated in such immersive learning exercise demonstrated a better retention and task effectiveness, compared to traditional training [20].

By expanding the types of data received from AR devices (such as biometrically inferred data), as well as the type of data sent to first responders (such as electronic health records (EHR)), AR technology enables first responders to interact securely and effectively with the many data sources presented. In a scenario where EMS members need victim patient assessment, the data types to be transferred, such as facial biometrics from AR systems and electronic health records (EHR) from authorized providers, must be secured end-to-end, to protect privacy, as well as comply with the HIPAA Security Rule. New solutions should ensure that integrity of these types of data and content privacy are protected when communicated through AR devices and AR integrated systems.

Opportunities exist to use AR to connect the dots between locating injured persons and search and rescue (SAR), assessing and stabilizing injured persons, and identifying specifics for delivering lifesaving care to injured persons. AR is an ideal technology to enable information collection and transmission in context, providing high visibility to incoming data points while enabling first responder attention to focus on scene safety and tasks at hand.

Ensuring the security and privacy of information is a critical aspect of the AR telehealth and EMS systems. In telehealth and EMS scenarios, the AR system needs to collect information (such as images, sounds, 3D-mapping, geographic location information, and biometric information) and send it to the cloud; and the system will receive sensitive information, such as EHR from the cloud. In the process of the data flow, any security vulnerability can affect the stability and security of the system, and even affect the lives of patients. This paper will survey the state of the research and academic thinking in secure AR in telehealth and EMS scenarios.

2 Securing AR Systems

AR wearable technologies are expected to become mainstream devices used daily like mobile phones [21, 22]. As AR glasses are adopted by businesses and consumers and use becomes more widespread, the cybersecurity and privacy risks associated with the functionalities of AR will increase [23]. Figure 1 presents a data flow model of an AR environment with the supporting data services. Possible security vulnerability points are during data input, data-rest, data transmission, and data output.

![Figure 1: Data Flow of An Augmented Reality Environment with Data Services](image)

Data input is mainly a process in which users, devices, and sensors obtain or collect data from the outside environment, the real world, and then store and process them. For example, users using the hand gesture to simulate the keyboard input can be regarded as the user’s data input to the AR system. When using this gesture operation, the AR head-up display (HUD) will enable the camera and capture video of the scene. The action of streaming the video
into the AR system can be regarded as obtaining data from the outside environment. The data-at-rest is the data locally stored on AR system, which could be generated by an on-device AR app, retrieved from sensors, or received from external services. Data transmission is the process of transferring data from an AR system to external services via the network or other medium. Data output is the process of displaying or rendering data received either from an on-device AR app or from an external service.

2.1 Secure AR for Telehealth and EMS

In telehealth practice and EMS, data security and privacy are very important to maintain compliance with HIPAA Security Rule [24]. For example, home telehealth devices will transmit information on activities in the household over the Internet. The sensors on a mobile device, such as camera, may inadvertently collect information about the activities of the patient and the family members [25, 26]. A security breach in an implanted device in patient's body can even be a matter of life-or-death [27]. If the patient's electronic health records and session data are not encrypted or lack authentication, they may also be obtained by unauthorized third parties [28]. By taking technical security measures in compliance with HIPAA, healthcare organizations can protect their networks and devices from data breaches [29, 30].

An AR-integrated EMS system can enable a paramedic to locate an injured person, successfully navigate to him/her, assess status, and identify relevant medical history information from his/her remote Electronic Medical Record (EMR) to provide best field treatment. Further, it is possible to share information back to the EMR and create a direct link with the relevant medical expertise remotely to the paramedic in the field. Figure 2 illustrates security vulnerability points for a potential EMS scenario where a first responder equipped with an AR system, EMS “Decision Center”, a combined Public Safety Access Point (PSAP), and Emergency Medical Dispatch (EMD) are involved:

1. EMS Decision Center receives notification of emergency through 911 call as shown in Figure 2a.
2. The Decision Center sends the location and victim information to the first responders nearest to the victim. This information appears in the AR HUD for the first responder, who makes his/her way toward the location.
3. First responder arrives at location; takes video of victim with mobile device; begins working on patient assessment; video sent to Decision Center; facial recognition identification performed; full medical record pulled up; portion transmitted to first responder; (optionally) full record transmitted to doctor as illustrated in Figure 2b. The facial recognition is processed and linked to an EMR of the given individual. The Decision Center highlights relevant information for the first responder, such as allergies, cardiac events, and other medical history relevant to field trauma stabilization procedures. First responder confirms receipt of medical record detail and that event is logged.

4. The first responder keeps working, given new data; possibility of having a doctor send a new message to the first responder via open video or voice channel for real-time guidance on the patient as depicted in Figure 2b. The Decision Center connects the EMR of the given individual to a relevant medical professional, according to the updates provided by the first responder’s assessment of the patient’s condition. A link is established through which the remote medical professional can provide real-time guidance via bidirectional voice memos, images and text messages delivered in the AR HUD.

Figure 2a: An EMS Scenario Involving First Responders Equipped with an AR System

Figure 2b shows the vulnerability points in EMS scenarios. Vulnerability points exist in the real-time guidance communication between first responder and doctor; first responder reports the situation to decision center; patient EMR is transmitted to first responder and doctor; first responder archives the data to the log file. These vulnerabilities involve confidentiality (data leakage) and integrity (data tampering) in fundamental data security requirements. The following are the potential risks caused by these vulnerabilities:

- Insecure transmission of sensitive data, resulting in leakage of patient medical records.
- Wrong information exchange caused by tampering of the communication content between the first responder and the doctor or decision center.
- Delay or misdiagnosis caused by losing relevant vital patient information.
- Log file damage caused by insecure file storage, unauthorized data access or data tampering.

The next sections review the security and privacy concerns in an AR system using the data flow model of an AR environment as shown in Figure 1. Section 2.1.1 explains possible security vulnerability points during data input. Section 2.1.2 explains security challenges of data-at-rest. Section 2.1.3 discusses protection needs during data-transmission, and Section 2.1.4 reviews security issues of data-output with references to UX/UI privacy and user safety.
applications, such as training [35]. The data transmission over a network generally relies on traditional cryptographic protocols such as Transport Layer Security (TLS) and Virtual Private Networks (VPN) [36, 37]. None of these secure-communication solutions ensures the preservation of the integrity of the captured data end-to-end. Such protocols are known to have Man-in-the-Middle (MITM) vulnerabilities. Threats to data when in transit, such as interception and message modification using wireless medical sensor networks (WMSNs) are discussed by Kumar and Lee [38]. More research needs to be done on how to secure AR applications and sensors used in the Telehealth and EMS fields. Providing a secure method of transferring sensitive medical information and patient data using AR systems should help in the future development and adoption of AR devices for EMS and telehealth operations.

2.1.4 Data Output

AR applications collect input from AR device user’s real-life environment and overlay output (e.g., visual, audio, or haptic feedback) directly on the AR display [39]. Displaying excessive information and virtual objects could distract the user by taking up too much of the user’s field of view (FoV). In case of a security breach in an AR system, a malicious code could display undesired overlapping content, mounting a denial-of-service attack by preventing the user from seeing through the AR headset [40]. An attack on an AR navigation application could also cause deception by forging traffic signs (e.g., speed limits) or covering the real-world objects such as occluding pedestrians [41]. Playing loud sounds or intense haptic may also cause shock or physical injury [42].

Multi-user AR systems often share the same virtual space so managing access permissions is critical. Access permission, such as view and edit to objects and data in the virtual space, should be assigned according to the role of the users [41]. Additional AR output protections in shared resources, and physical access control to the output interfaces are discussed by Guzman and et. al [23].

2.3 Solutions

Immense technologies, such as AR, provide unique and personalized experiences. AR applications offer fundamentally new human-machine interactions via novel input and output interfaces. AR systems require continuous sensing of the real-world environment, which often has sensitive data mixed with user input [43]. Hence, AR integrated systems, particularly in telehealth and EMS scenarios, should protect the user privacy. The common approach to protect AR data input usually involves removing sensitive information which is also called input sanitization [23]. The confidentiality of the data-at-rest is achieved by implementing protected data storage solutions, such as personal data stores (PDS), with managed application access permission control [23]. The existing security solutions for data-in-transit are traditional cryptographic protocols such as Transport Layer Security (TLS) and Virtual Private Networks (VPN). Output access control methods are proposed as a framework on how to prevent

2.1.1 Data Input

Mobile devices have many sensors such as image sensor, global positioning system (GPS) sensor, accelerometer, gyroscope, inertial measurement unit (IMU), magnetometer, ambient light sensor, and microphone [31]. Based on the mobile device technologies, AR systems use data from these sensors as the input source to enable immersive experiences. For example, GPS, IMU, and compass are used to provide location and movement information required by navigation applications. Accelerometers and gyroscopes can help applications determine the user’s posture to display the position of virtual objects accurately. The combined data collected from these sensors may contain private information. There is a security risk of unauthorized access to such sensitive data during collection (data input), transmission, or storage (data-at-rest) [26].

2.1.2 Data-at-rest

Mobile computing is a key enabling technology for AR systems [32]. Data stored on AR devices have similar security challenges and vulnerabilities as modern mobile device hardware and operating systems (OS). Secure storage solutions based on software mechanisms are often vulnerable to attacks. Therefore, smartphone chip makers, such as Qualcomm Technologies, implement hardware-backed secure storage solutions in their mobile System-on-a-Chip (SoC) products [33]. Both Android and iOS leverage hardware-based features for protecting the privacy and security of sensitive data [34].

2.1.3 Data Transmission

Telehealth systems typically require sensitive data exchange between provider and patients. Sensitive data (e.g., audio and video conversations, medical images and records) should be kept private and securely transferred over the Internet for confidentiality [25]. AR systems integrated with cloud-based telehealth and EMS services are inherently more vulnerable to security attacks and privacy threats, compared to localized or standalone AR

Figure 2b: An Emergency Response Scenario to Illustrate the Security Vulnerability Points where an AR System in Use.
adversaries from tampering or spoofing AR outputs, which can compromise user safety [23, 39, 41]. AR management platforms, like Enterprise Mobility Management (EMM), provide additional security services, such as enforcing policies for device restrictions, settings access control, application vetting, and encryption to protect telehealth and EMS communications [7, 44]. Given the diverse AR device landscape and enterprise AR use cases, EMMs could be deployed to learn and model the true security and privacy requirements for a particular AR application environment.

3 Conclusions

Augmented Reality (AR) systems collect data from real-world environments, which often have sensitive data mixed with user input, posing a risk to privacy. In this survey, we analyzed the vulnerability points in an AR environment using a data flow model as shown in Figure 1. Then we reviewed available solutions and approaches to avert the security and privacy risks in the context of AR integrated telehealth and emergency scenarios, as depicted in Figure 2.

Most of the AR implementations are focused on new use case and proof-of-concept applications for public safety and telehealth [45]. There is an opportunity for further research and development of security technologies for AR systems specifically used in emergency medical services (EMS) and law enforcement operations and tasks. Providing a secure method of transferring sensitive medical information and patient data should help in the adoption of AR devices by EMS agencies and telehealth service providers.

4 Possible Future Research Direction

The common approach today to capturing and transferring data, such as telemetry (GPS/location/other sensor values, etc.), pictures, authentication data, or video images, relies on traditional cryptographic protocols such as Transport Layer Security (TLS) and Virtual Private Networks (VPN). None of these secure-communication solutions ensures the preservation of the integrity of the captured data end-to-end. Such protocols are known to have Man-in-the-Middle (MITM) vulnerabilities. A CSPRI sponsored research could investigate novel solutions to overcome such weakness and protect communications of AR systems in the Telehealth and EMS applications.

Another CSPRI sponsored research could focus on the privacy requirements in Telehealth and EMS, which are briefly discussed in this report. Specifically, this AR security and privacy research would explore the topic from the perspectives of legal compliance, laws and regulations, standards, and frameworks.
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